Risk Identification with the ONA Risk Report
Guidance prepared by OTAC | The Arc Oregon to accompany the Oregon ISP Instruction Manual
Risk Identification is critical to planning, as it calls attention to potential significant
impacts to a person’s health or safety. This process relies on information from the person
and those who support them. The purpose of this document is to help you understand
your role in the risk identification process when using the ONA Risk Report.
Who is this guidance for? This guidance is intended only for teams who will be using
the ONA Risk Report to identify Serious Risks for people who live in in-home settings.
This guidance will not apply to teams who support people who live in residential settings,
such as 24-hour residential, Supported Living, or foster care.
Which teams will be using the ONA Risk Report? Services Coordinators and
Personal Agents (SC/PAs) who support people in in-home settings will have the option
of using the ONA Risk Report to identify Serious Risks,
A “team” is made up of the
rather than the Risk Identification Tool (RIT). If you live
person, their Services
in or support someone in an in-home setting, check
Coordinator or Personal
with your SC/PA to determine which tool will be used
Agent, legal guardian or
to identify Serious Risks. If your team is using the ONA
designated representative
Risk Report, refer to the guidance below. If your team
if any, and anyone else the
person would like involved
will continue to use the Risk Identification Tool, refer to
in planning.
the RIT guidance in the current Oregon ISP
Instruction Manual.
The Risk Report of the Oregon Needs Assessment (ONA) is a tool designed to assist
teams in identifying any known, Serious Risks that are present in the person's life. The
ONA Risk Report alone does not identify Serious Risks, but instead generates a list of
Potential Risk Factors using information from the person’s ONA. It is up to the team to
look at these Potential Risk Factors and think critically about which Potential Risk Factors
are Serious Risks in the person’s life, and which are not.
Serious Risks are considered risks that, without specific, individualized support, would
likely place the person or others in imminent harm or result in hospitalization,
institutionalization, serious financial hardship, or legal action.
Once any Serious Risk is identified, the SC/PA discusses it with the person and their
ISP team to identify the best way to address it. Serious Risks that are identified on the
ONA Risk Report will be listed by the SC/PA on the person's ISP Risk Management Plan
along with a description of what supports are available in the person's life to address it.
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Read more about the ISP Risk Management Plan on page 35 of the Oregon ISP
Instruction Manual.
The ONA Risk Report can be completed after the person’s Oregon Needs Assessment
(ONA) has been completed and approved. However, be mindful of changing Serious
Risks throughout the year. While the ONA Risk Report is completed initially prior to the
ISP meeting, it must also be updated throughout the year if Serious Risks change.
The complete ONA Risk Report is kept in the person’s file at the CDDP or brokerage.

WHAT TO EXPECT IN YOUR ROLE
THE PERSON & THEIR LEGAL OR DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE
Your input is important to accurately describe your or your family member’s support
needs and concerns in the planning process.
This information might address private or sensitive topics, and it is the responsibility
of your PA or SC to protect your information by sharing only with those you agree
to, and who need to know the information in order to safely support you.
IF YOU ARE SUPPORTED BY A PROVIDER ORGANIZATION
Your provider will also share information they are aware of with your SC/PA.
IF YOU NEED HELP SHARING YOUR PERSPECTIVE
You or your legal or designated representative can choose someone else to help
you record your perspective. Let your SC/PA know if you want help sharing your
perspective.

PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS PLANNING WITH PEOPLE WHO RECEIVE
IN-HOME SUPPORTS
PRIOR TO THE ISP MEETING
You must share information with the person's SC/PA about any known, Serious
Risks in the person's life. Communicate any evidence of known, Serious Risks
promptly to the SC/PA. Maintain documentation about this communication. Talk with
the SC/PA to find out the best way to share this information.
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
Prepare and maintain a “Provider Risk Management Strategies” form specific to the
location where you support the person. This should include all of the Serious Risks
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listed on the Provider Service Agreement or ISP Risk Management Plan that are
directed to you to support.
For an example of how to capture information from the ISP Risk Management Plan
to create the Provider Risk Management Strategies (PRMS) document, please refer
to CREATING THE PROVIDER RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES DOCUMENT on page 16 of
this document.
If the SC/PA disagrees or does not include a risk on the ISP Risk Management Plan
that you believe may be a Serious Risk, discuss it further with them. Provide
evidence of the issue you are concerned about and document any discussions you
have with the SC/PA. Follow your agency’s policies or guidance for resolving issues
and disputes between agencies as needed if you feel the difference of opinion puts
the person’s health and safety at risk or does not respect the person’s preferences.
Notify the person's SC/PA if you observe new or changing risks in the person's life.
Identify strategies you can offer to help address these risks and discuss those
strategies with the person and the SC/PA.

SERVICE COORDINATORS/PERSONAL AGENTS
SC/PAs have the responsibility for the accurate completion of the ONA Risk Report
based on available information. For more information on how to access the person’s
ONA Risk Report through eXPRS, please see the document titled ‘How to Use the
ONA Risk Report’. A link to this document is available at
OregonISP.org/instructions.
With input from the person and their ISP team, review each section of the ONA Risk
Report. Review the Potential Risk Factors and any notes from the ONA Assessor
in each section.
Complete the right-hand column of the ONA Risk Report based on information
learned through conversations, file review and your knowledge of the person.
If a person does not have an Oregon Needs Assessment (ONA) completed and
approved prior to their annual ISP meeting, you will assess risks using the Risk
Identification Tool (RIT).
SC/PA ROLE PRIOR TO THE ISP MEETING
The ONA Risk Report will be completed at least annually prior to the ISP meeting.
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• If the person receives in-home supports, ask the person, their legal or
designated representative, or the people they have chosen to help plan if there
are any changes in Serious Risks in the person's life. If you are also conducting
the needs assessment for the person, check in on this information at the same
time to avoid repetitive conversations with the person and their designated
representative(s).
• Providers are expected to share any Use open-ended question to
identify any Potential Risk Factors
updates they have about changes in
that have not appeared on the
Serious Risks in the person's life. person’s Risk Report:
Communicate with the provider to
“Is there anything that we haven’t
make agreements about how that
already discussed that you feel is
information should be shared with you.
a Serious Risk?”
“Do you have any concerns about
SC/PA ROLE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
health and safety that we have not
• Provide a copy of the completed ONA
talked about yet?”
Risk Report to the person and their
designated
representative,
if
applicable. Keep a copy of the most current ONA Risk Report in the CDDP or
brokerage files.
• Familiarize yourself with the known, Serious Risks present in the person's life.
When monitoring services or checking in with the person throughout the year,
listen and observe for evidence that those Serious Risks are being effectively
supported.
• Continue to keep the ONA Risk Report up-to-date throughout the year if you
learn about changes in Serious Risks in the person's life. You may learn about
changes to Serious Risk from the person or others who support them.
• If the ONA Risk Report needs to be updated, use a change form. Some
changes may also prompt an ONA correction or reassessment.
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REVIEWING POTENTIAL RISK FACTORS
The ONA Risk Report generates a list of “Potential Risk Factors” drawn from the
person’s needs assessment. Potential Risk Factors are listed under bolded Section
Headings. Based on knowledge of the person and their support needs, as well as
conversations with the person and/or their designated representative, the team will
respond to each Section Heading by selecting ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Section
Heading

Potential Risk Factors

Comments Box

Figure 1: Identifying the Section Heading, Potential Risk Factors, and Comments
Box on an ONA Risk Report
Final responsibility for completing the ONA Risk Report belongs to the SC/PA.
Providers who support the person are expected to communicate with the SC/PA
promptly if they observe any changes related to Serious Risks in the person’s life.
Guidance for SC/PAs about how to complete the ONA Risk Report can be found in
the document titled How to Use the ONA Risk Report. A link to that document can
be found at OregonISP.org/instructions. The section below provides detailed
information about how to review Potential Risk Factors and decide which are
Serious Risks that need to be addressed in the person’s ISP. It also provides
information about when comments are expected.
The Potential Risk Factor Decision Tree is an optional tool to help teams review
Potential Risks Factors which have generated on a person’s ONA Risk Report. This
decision tree is meant to guide conversations and is not a substitute for the team’s
judgment. This decision tree is also available as a separate document at
OregonISP.org/instructions.
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Figure 2: Potential Risk Factor Decision Tree: an optional tool to help teams discuss
the information generated on a person’s ONA Risk Report and determine which
Potential Risk Factors are known, Serious Risks for the person and which are not.
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'YES'
Review every Potential Risk Factor listed under each Section Heading of the ONA
Risk Report with the person and their team. Mark 'Yes' next to the Section Heading
if there is evidence of known, Serious Risk in the person’s life.
If any Potential Risk Factor listed under the Section Heading is a Serious Risk for
the person, the overall selection for the Section will be ‘yes’.
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION WHEN IDENTIFYING RISKS
Only mark ‘yes’ for items that the team believes pose a Serious Risk for the person.
Serious Risks are considered risks that, without specific, individualized support,
would likely place the person or others in imminent harm or result in hospitalization,
institutionalization, serious financial hardship, or legal action.
WHEN A SECTION HEADING IS MARKED YES: EXPECTED ACTION FOR SC/PA
Record identified Serious Risks in the ISP Risk Management Plan, following
guidance provided in TRANSFERRING INFORMATION FROM THE ONA RISK REPORT TO
THE ISP on page 12 of this document. See RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES in the
Oregon ISP Instruction Manual for more information about addressing Serious
Risks.

'NO'
Review every Potential Risk Factor listed under each Section Heading of the ONA
Risk Report with the person and their team. Mark 'No' next to the Section Heading
if none of the Potential Risk Factors listed are Serious Risks for the person.
While the ONA Risk Report generates a list of Potential Risk Factors drawn from
the person’s needs assessment, do not expect that every Potential Risk Factor will
be identified as a Serious Risk for the person. There could be many reasons why a
Potential Risk Factor is not a Serious Risk, which are explored in this document.
In the person’s ISP Risk Management Plan, do not list any ONA Risk Report Section
Headings marked 'No'.
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION WHEN PLANNING WITH CHILDREN
Do not identify things as Serious Risk that are based on a child’s developmental
level that are not as a result of the disability, such as holding a child’s hand when
crossing the street.
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USING THE COMMENTS BOX
In each section of the ONA Risk Report, the space under the ‘yes’ or ‘no’ selection
can be used to record comments. Use this space to record information about why
'Yes' or ‘No’ was selected in a Section. When writing comments, use language that
is respectful to the person.
COMMENTS EXPECTED
There are four situations in which a comment must be made on the ONA Risk
Report. Here is a description of circumstances where comments are expected.
Comments Expected
Use comments if under a single Section Heading, some Potential Risk Factors are
a Serious Risk for the person while others are not a Serious Risk. Use comments
to clarify which Potential Risk Factors are and which are not a Serious Risk.

Figure 3: Two examples of comments describing which Potential Risk Factors were
determined to be Serious Risks and which were not.
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Comments Expected
Use comments if Potential Risk Factors appear under a Section Heading, but the
overall selection for the Section Heading is ‘no’. Use the Comments Box to
document why ‘no’ was selected.
Examples:
• Taking daily oral medications is a support need for Thomas, which does not
present a Serious Risk. Current supports are effective.
• Well-managed by current supports.
• Medical condition does not put Janet in imminent harm.
• Only required IV treatment due to a unique incident of pneumonia and
dehydration, no Serious Risk identified.
Comments Expected
Use comments if the team believes a Serious Risk exists under a Section Heading
with no listed Potential Risk Factors. If no Potential Risk Factors appear in a Section,
but the team wants to include it in the ISP, mark the Section ‘yes’ and use the
comment box on the ONA Risk Report to describe the Serious Risk.
o Consider whether information regarding this Serious Risk was shared with the
ONA assessor. Some changes may prompt an ONA correction or
reassessment.

Figure 4: An example of a Serious Risk that was identified even though the ONA
Risk Report did not list any Potential Risk Factors in this section. In this case, the
information was shared back with the ONA assessor.
Comments Expected
Use comments if any type of evaluation with a qualified professional was used to
determine if any Potential Risk Factor presents a Serious Risk for the person. In the
Comments Box, describe the evaluation and where it can be found, as well as the
conclusion of the evaluation.
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Figure 5: An example showing the results of an evaluation by a qualified
professional recorded in the comments box.
COMMENTS OPTIONAL
Comments may be helpful, but are not expected, in the following situations:
- Comments may be used to record the team’s decision-making process and
factors which led to the decision. Use the Comments Box to summarize the
team’s conclusion.

Figure 6: An example of comments summarizing the team’s conclusion about a
Serious Risk.
- Comments may be used to describe what the Serious Risk looks like for the
person you are planning with. You might use this space to explain how the
Serious Risk affects the person, which can be useful when developing support
strategies.
o Example: When Tyler experiences significant anxiety, he often feels
overwhelmed. When this happens, Tyler does not respond to those around
him and becomes unaware of potential dangers his surroundings.
- Comments may be used if additional information is needed, including historical
information that the person wants included in their ONA Risk Report.
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o Example: Sam wants us to know that they had Hodgkin’s Disease 15 years
ago and that they are in remission and do not need any supports around
this prior health concern.
There is no need to describe specific risk management strategies on the ONA Risk
Report. This information belongs in the ISP Risk Management Plan or in support
documents, such as safety plans, protocols, financial plan, etc.

EVALUATIONS
The risks of aspiration, choking, dehydration, and constipation have a series of risk
factors and observable symptoms listed to help identify whether a Serious Risk may
be present. The ONA Risk Report will provide a prompt, such as the one shown
below, if certain Potential Risk Factors have been identified during the assessment
process.

Figure 7: Prompt on the ONA Risk Report that appears only if certain Potential Risk
Factors have been identified during the assessment.
When you see this prompt on the ONA Risk Report, review all of the Potential Risk
Factors that are listed beneath the prompt.
• If the risk has already been identified by the team or a qualified professional,
mark the Section Heading “Yes” on the ONA Risk Report. No further
evaluation is expected unless the team believes it would be helpful in
identifying support strategies.
• If the risk has not been previously identified and the team has concern that
there may be a Serious Risk to the person, then an evaluation with a qualified
professional is expected.
After review of the Potential Risk Factors, if the team agrees that these factors do
not pose a Serious Risk to the person, mark the Section Heading “No” on the ONA
Risk Report and explain why in the Comments Box. An evaluation is not expected.
When seeking an evaluation, consider professionals that are already in the person’s
life. For instance, a person may want to discuss risk factors with their primary health
provider or their nurse, if they have one.
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If a person is experiencing newly identified risk factors and there is concern about
a potential risk, encourage the person or family to discuss the issue with their
primary care physician or other qualified professional. Support them in a way that
works for them to encourage follow-through. Use progress notes to indicate how
follow-through is working or not working. If you have concern for the person’s
immediate health and safety due to this issue and an evaluation is not available or
possible, seek your supervisor’s guidance to consider next steps.

TRANSFERRING INFORMATION FROM THE ONA RISK REPORT INTO THE ISP
Once the ONA Risk Report has been completed, the SC/PA will list identified
Serious Risks in the Risk Management section of the person’s ISP.
See the document One-page Risk Report & ISP Risk Management Plan
Snapshot for a more detailed version of the following example. A link to this
document is available at OregonISP.org/instructions.
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Figure 8: An excerpt of a completed ONA Risk Report for Olivia. Refer to Figure 9
to see how the identified Serious Risks were recorded in Olivia’s ISP Risk
Management Plan.
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Figure 9: A screengrab showing Olivia’s ISP Risk Management Plan with Serious
Risks recorded from her ONA Risk Report (shown in Figure 8).

EXPECTED ACTION FOR SC/PA
In the ISP Risk Management Plan, in the “Risk” column of the “Known Risks” table,
write the name of the risk as specified by the list of Risk Domains provided below.
• For each Section marked ‘yes’ on the ONA Risk Report, write the name of the
related Risk Domain in the ISP Risk Management Plan, Risks column.
• Use the “Describe the Issue…” column to provide person-centered details
about the known, Serious Risk. Describe what the Serious Risk looks like for
the person and how it impacts their life. If a risk domain captures several
Serious Risks, be sure to provide clarification in this space.
• Describe supports in place to address the known, Serious Risk or where
information about supports can be found. For more information, see the RISK
MANAGEMENT PLAN section of the Oregon ISP Instruction Manual.

Aspiration

Risk Domain to list on the
ISP Risk Management Plan
Aspiration

Dehydration

Dehydration

Choking

Choking

Constipation

Constipation

Seizures

Seizures

Diabetes

Diabetes

ONA Section Heading
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ONA Section Heading
Injury Due to Falling

Risk Domain to list on the
ISP Risk Management Plan
Injury Due to Falling

General Medical Supports
If supports in place are effectively managing
Medication Management support needs,
Medical Supports
they should be described in the Chosen
Services section of the ISP and NOT listed
as a risk on the ISP Risk Management Plan
or identified as risks in the ONA Risk Report
Medication Management (support
needed)
If supports in place are effectively managing
Medication Management support needs,
Medication Management
they should be described in the Chosen
Services section of the ISP and NOT listed
as a risk on the ISP Risk Management Plan
or identified as risks in the ONA Risk Report
Other Serious Health or Medical Issues

Other Serious Health or Medical
Issues

Safety Awareness and Support
Environmental Safety

Safety

Other Safety
Financial

Financial

Mental Health

Mental Health

Behavior: Present in past year
Behavior: Has history, has not displayed
symptoms in past year, assessor has
Behavior
concerns about reoccurrence
Behavior: No history, but assessor has
concerns may become an issue
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CREATING THE PROVIDER RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES DOCUMENT
Providers who use the “Provider Risk Management Strategies” document will
prepare and maintain it to be specific to the location where they support the person.
This document should include all of the Serious Risks that the provider is directed
to support, as specified by the Provider Service Agreement or ISP Risk
Management Plan. For each Serious Risk listed, include the specific Serious Risk
and which Risk Domain it falls under as demonstrated in Figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10: An example of Maya’s Risk Management section of the ISP from which
the employment provider will be creating the Provider Risk Management Strategies
document (PRMS).

Figure 11: An example of the employment provider’s Provider Risk Management
Strategies document (PRMS) created from the Risk Management Section of Maya’s
ISP. Notice that each specific Serious Risk from the ISP Risk Management Plan is
listed, with the Risk Domain included in parentheses.
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